Signature Analyst is a spatial decision support system that delivers enhanced objectivity by discerning subtle yet powerful and actionable insights—maximizing likelihood of success. Combining predictive analytics with spatial information as well as human terrain and social networking elements, Signature Analyst delivers effective consequence modeling and improved confidence in decisions for a range of global operational and business challenges.

Features & Benefits

- Gain new insights through advanced modeling techniques and empirically-based algorithms
- Detailed analytic examination capabilities and highly scalable for any size task
- Actionable intelligence and unique insights provide answers to complex questions and superior prediction of events
- Ease of use and support for diverse data types produce rapid decisions and improved productivity

Proven Results

Signature Analyst is a proven intelligence asset that has been used to support geospatial area reduction missions around the world. Military planners rely on Signature Analyst to reduce the search space for a variety of use cases. Signature Analyst is proven technology based on real-world results.
Rapid suitability and predictive analysis

Signature Analyst Desktop

Signature Analyst Desktop uses unique, patented scientific methodologies to help analysts understand events and their relationship to the social, cultural and physical environment. Unlike traditional techniques that rely heavily on assumptions, this purely empirical, statistical approach helps eliminate potential human error and bias.

Once the relationship between events and hundreds of factors is understood, Signature Analyst generates a spatial assessment to identify areas where future events are most likely to occur. The result is a geospatial hotspot map where brighter or hotter colors represent areas with the highest likelihood of the event occurring again.

The Signature Analyst Desktop tool maximizes the capability of the user’s desktop environment leveraging multi-threaded processing, distributing calculations across multiple CPUs and using sophisticated spatial indexing capabilities. This enables users to get the highest performance out of their desktop computing resources. Running large and/or high resolution areas with lots of complex factors can still take significant time in the desktop environment.

Signature Analyst Server

Signature Analyst Server is the next generation capability of Signature Analyst designed to put even more capability in the hands of the user allowing them to create enhanced analytical area reduction products much faster. It allows users to rapidly create geospatial area assessments in an iterative and collaborative manner over huge areas. Signature Analyst Server adds the capability for users to easily define and apply expert based suitability modeling in addition to the evidence based or geospatial predictive analytics it is known for. This broadens the impact Signature Analyst can enable for the operators and missions they apply it to support. Please contact us to discuss how Signature Analyst may be able to add value to your mission.

SA Server - Benefits to the Analyst

- Enables rapid suitability modeling and predictive geospatial modeling
- Automated data workflows - more time spent in analysis vs. data preparation
- Evaluation tools to inspect PDF Curves, Top Factors, etc
- Faster assessments over much larger areas
- Leverage centralized data repositories for analysis
- Makes complex workflow more accessible to broad range of users
- Collaborative - publish and share assessments via OGC Web Services
- Leverage open source technology and standards to enable integration with external apps
- Example neighborhood level analysis

Contact: analytics.support@radiantsolutions.com